Surgical restaging of advanced Hodgkin's disease after first line chemotherapy.
47 patients with stages IIIB and IV Hodgkin's disease underwent laparotomy with splenectomy as restaging procedure after first-line chemotherapy (CT) which included 4 cycles of CT ABV/IMEP/PCAV/ABV. After surgical restaging (SR), all patients were scheduled to receive 2 additional cycles IMEP/PCAV followed by TNI 20 Gy and patients with residual clinical abnormality or positive restaging surgery received a 20 Gy boost to these areas. 11 patients (23.4%) were found to have active disease in the spleen (10 patients) and/or the lymph nodes (3 patients) after SR. In the spleen, foci of active disease had a size in millimeters and confirm the limits of clinical restaging. According to the response to CT, 5 of the 35 patients (14%) clinically restaged as good responders had active disease; 6 of the 12 patients (50%) clinically restaged as poor responders had active disease. SR is of interest in selected patients with slowly responding disease to determine the indication of an extended field RT for responding patients and salvage therapy for patients resistant to CT.